
Warranty
 
For 100 years, millions of satisfied customers have proven that ESTWING tools provide greater  
value and satisfaction than other similar tools. Estwing Mfg. Co. alone is responsible for replacement 
of all tools. Owner having fair claim should sent the tool direct to the company where the item was  
purchased for fair-to-all adjustment.

Nail hammers are made to drive or withdraw common unhardened nails only.

Estwing’s warranty does not apply to tools that have been misused, abused or are considered worn 
out. Misused tools will not be replaced.

REASONS FOR REJECTION OF CLAIMS:

WEAR AND TEAR AS A RESULT OF FAITHFUL USE
1. Milled face worn down.
2. Leather grip disintegrating due to age and or left in elements.

DAMAGE RESULTING FROM UNAUTHORIZED REPAIRS, ALTERATIONS OR TAMPERING
3. Filling nicks or overstriking the handle or claws resulting in dents, weakens the steel at  
 these points and can cause breakage.
4. Engraving or welding, changing tool in any way.

BREAKAGE FROM ABUSE OR MISUSE
5. Rust, disintegrating leather grip due to leaving tool in elements.
6. Over-striking causing dents in handle neck.
7. Striking other hardened objects such as other tools, hardened nails, drill or chisels, etc.
8. Pulling (attempting to withdraw) hardened nails, screws, or nail sets.
9. Damage resulting from accidents.
10. Using side of hammer for striking.

MISUSED TOOLS WILL NOT BE REPLACED.

How to inspect a hammer for adjustment:
Nail hammer is intended for driving and pulling common nails only. Do not use for driving  
hardened chisels, punches, pulling nail sets, screws, or other hardened objects. Do not  
strike other hammer faces. If tool is worn out, it will not be replaced. Always wear safety  
goggles when using striking or stuck tools. Bystanders shall also wear safety goggles.

Dents in handle-neck section caused from over-striking always causes breakage. This is termed  
misuse, as a hammer is made to drive unhardened nails only and striking unhardened nails is to be 
done only with the hammer face.

ALWAYS DISCARD TOOL IF ANY OF THE FOLLOWING OCCUR:
1. Chips or dents on face.
2. Mushroom face.
3. Crack in claw section.
4. Dents in hammer handle.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from 
country to country. This warranty does not cover incidental or consequential damages.


